Quantum-chemical analysis of C-H...O and C-H...N interactions in RNA base pairs--H-bond versus anti-H-bond pattern.
Geometries and interaction energies of unusual UU and AA base pairs with one standard hydrogen bond (H-bond) and additional C-H...O or C-H...N contacts have been determined by quantum-chemical methods taking into account electron correlation. Whereas the C-H bond length in the UU C-H...O contact increases upon complex formation (H-bond pattern), the C-H bond of the AA C-H....N interaction is shortened (anti-H-bond pattern). The same properties are found for model complexes between U or A and formaldehyde that have intermolecular C-H...acceptor contacts but no standard H-bonds. Both the C-H...acceptor H-bond and anti-H-bond interactions are attractive. A possible influence of the donor CH group charge distribution on the interaction pattern is discussed.